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The purpose of this paper is to discuss some compactness problems in
uniform space and in a space of continuous functions whose domain and
range are both uniform spaces. It is known that a uniform structure in
uniform space may be represented by a family of pseudo-metrics. Using this
we shall prove a convex linear topological space can be imbedded into a direct
product of normed spaces (§ 1). We shall next prove a compactness theorem
of the Kolmogoroff-Tulajkov type in uniform space (§2). We introduce
furthermore some topologies into the space of continuous functions and prove
a compactness theorem of the Ascoli-Arzela type, and as an application we
shall prove similar theorem for character group of topological group.

§ 1. On the uniform structure. Let £ be a uniform space defined by the
uniform structure {J/«]«εα. After A.Weil, for each Va we shall define
pseudo-metric da such that:

d* (p, q) > 0, d* (p, p) = 0, d* {p, q) S dec (p, r) + d« (r, q)

and p = q<—> d« (p, q) = 0 for all αe-St.

We define a structure by W«ι = {{p, q)\ d« (p, q) < z] then {W**}», e > 0 is
equivalent to •{!/«]. We can replace the triangle'condition of {d»} by the
following: for each αεs^ί, there exists βΛ = βeW such that d* {p, q)^dβ{p, r)
+ dβ (r, q).

The same consideration can be applied for linear topological space (1. t. s.).

Let L be a 1. t. s. defined by the neighbourhood (nbd.) system {£/«}<«»
of the origin θ* D. H. Hyers [i] has proved that there exists a family of
pseudo-norms {| |β} satisfying the following conditions:

(a) for every xeL and α<f2l, |AΓ|* > 0.
(b) for every real λ, xeL and αe% |Xx|« = |λ | \x\Λ.
(c) for every αeSί, there exists βa = βe% such that \χ+y\*^ \x\β+ \y\β

for all x,

*) Received April 3, 1950.


